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Red Tiger presents: Midnight Romance 
Have you ever wondered what it would be like to step into a dimly lit piano bar during the late hours of the night? 
The air thick with a sultry ambiance that delicately wraps around you, while the gentle hum of classic lounge 
music becomes the soundtrack of your life. 

Encounter the Pretty Woman, Sportsman, Businessman, and Musician – each with unfolding features. Trigger 
Free Spins by landing 2 men symbols on either side of the Pretty Woman, who is always in the centre reel. 
Above the reels, 2 neon signs display Cocktail and Multiplier Promotions, which randomly change on each spin, 
impacting all Shaker scatters landing in that spin. The Feature Buy empowers you to choose from Shaker Wild, 
Romance, or Free Spins. 

The allure of the unknown beckons, and with every step, you find yourself drawn deeper into an enigmatic 
atmosphere. Midnight Romance is a place where time seems to slow down, allowing you to savour the mystery 
that unfolds with each passing moment!

 • The Pretty Woman, a Wild at the centre of the reels, activates unique features.

 • Sportsman clones on an entire reel, Businessman transforms with a x3 multiplier, and Musician 
triggers respins. 

 • Short Cocktail turns into Wilds and Long Cocktail is a Super Wild which covers the entire reel.

HIGHLIGHTS

GENERAL INFORMATION

Volatility

Hit Frequency

Min Stake

Max Stake

2/5 (Low - Medium)

5/5 (High)

€/£/$ 0.10

€/£/$ 20

Non-jackpot RTP options

With-Jackpot RTP options

90.76%, 92.78%, 94.66%, 95.70%, 95.68%

90.17%, 90.78%, 92.80%, 94.71

Features

Win Ways

7 (Pretty Woman, Sportsman, Businessman, Musician, Shakers and Promotions, Free Spins, Feature Buy)

20

Reels x Rows

Max Win

5 x 3

4,082x
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GAME FEATURES

DESKTOP + MOBILE

The Pretty Woman: A steady Wild at the centre of the reels. When you land any of the men 
symbols – Sportsman, Businessman, or Musician – unique features come to life. Additionally, 
if you manage to land 2 of these symbols on either side of the Pretty Woman, it triggers Free 
Spins.

Sportsman: Activates when a Sportsman lands on either side of the Pretty Woman, without 
any other man on the opposite side. If a Sportsman lands in the middle frame, all Sportsman 
symbols on the reels become Wilds, and the 1 in the frame clones itself vertically. 

Businessman: Activates when a Businessman lands on either side of the Pretty Woman, 
without another man on the opposite side. It turns all Businessman symbols into Wilds, each with 
a x3 win multiplier. This multiplier applies to all relevant winning lines. If multiple Businessman 
contribute to a win, only 1 multiplier is used. If a Businessman Wild and a Cocktail Wild with 
multipliers both contribute to a win, their multipliers multiply together. 

Musician: Activates when a Musician lands left or right of the Pretty Woman, with no other 
man on the opposite side. All Musician symbols become Wilds and if no win occurs, all Wilds 
are held, triggering a respin with a guaranteed wild. Respins continue until a win is formed, 
with new Wilds also held. In respins, the Cocktail Promotion always shows a tall glass. If 
1x1 Cocktail Wilds are present, they transform into 1x3 Super Cocktail Wilds. The Multiplier 
Promotion remains constant throughout the respins.

Main Characters

1) Shaker Wild: Land at least 1 Shaker in the spin and transform it into either a Long or Short Cocktail, 
for 4x the stake.
2) Romance: Land any man symbol to the left or to the right of the Pretty Woman and trigger the 
respective feature, for 10x the stake.
3) Free Spins: Land any men symbols on both sides of the Pretty Woman and enter the bonus round, 
for 50x the stake.

Feature Buy 

10 free spins are awarded when landing 2 men symbols on either side of the Pretty Woman. An additional 
10 spins are granted during Free Spins if another set of 2 men symbols lands in the middle frame. 
Throughout the bonus round, the Cocktail Promotion always showcases a Long Cocktail.

Free Spins

Above the reels, 2 neon signs display Cocktail and Multiplier Promotions. These promotions 
randomly change on each spin, impacting all Shaker scatters landing in that spin.

Short Cocktail: Shaker scatter landing when a Short Cocktail promotion is showing turns 
into Wilds. The Multiplier Promotion might also add multipliers. 

Long Cocktail: Shaker scatter landing when a Long Cocktail promotion is showing turn into 
1x3 Super Wild covering the whole reel. The Multiplier Promotion might also add multipliers. 

The Multiplier Promotion displays x1, x2, x3, x5, or x10. If it’s more than x1, it boosts all 
Cocktail Wilds transformed by the Shaker. This multiplier counts for all win lines involving the 
Cocktail Wild with a multiplier. If multiple Cocktail Wilds with a multiplier contribute to a win, 
only 1 of the multipliers affects the total win.

Shakers and Promotions

Comment

Non-jackpot RTP Options

With-jackpot RTP Options

OSS Game Type

midnightromance

midnightromance

RTP

90.76%, 92.78%, 94.66%, 95.70%, 95.68%

90.17%, 90.78%, 92.80%, 94.71

OSS ID

midnightromance0

midnightromance0

About Red Tiger Jackpots
Like all Red Tiger slots, Midnight Romance may be taken with or without Red Tiger jackpots. If a jackpot version of the base game is taken, it must be paired with 
a jackpot contribution to get the final overall RTP of the game. For example pairing the with-jackpot base game certified at 90.17% RTP and adding a 1% jackpot 
contribution gives an overall RTP of 91.17%. The RTP of the jackpot contribution itself is 100%.

Game ID

MidnightRomance

MidnightRomance

GAME IDs and RTPs

Download the full promo pack: HERE

1%, 2%, 3%, 4%, 5%, 6%Jackpot Contributions

https://clientarea.evolution.com/red-tiger/games/midnight-romance

